Coach’s Corner
Fit for a Lady

A

bout three years ago, women’s interest in archery
began to surge significantly. Some say it coincided
with the movie “The Hunger Games” (among others),
which caused a huge spike in preteen and teen girls’ interest
in archery. Shops and clubs have experienced a big increase
in youth participation and of course, that brings mothers to
the club ranges and archery pro shops.
I know that since that time, I’ve been teaching many
more coach certification classes; I’ve done about 20 since
then, averaging about 15 coaches per class with some ladies
in each class. Just recently, I completed a USA Archery/
NFAA Level Two Instructors’ Certification Class at Lancaster
Archery with 19 students. They came from five states plus
Trinidad with interests ranging from Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts,
summer camp, indoor clubs and pro shop indoor lanes to
the NASP program. There was also one new instructor from
the Lancaster Archery Academy.
That group of 19 new instructors will teach over 2,000
archers in the coming year. A growing number of those will
be women, with the interests of those women ranging from
simple backyard target shooting to indoor leagues, 3-D,
organized target shooting and, of course, hunting.
As we entered the Indianapolis Convention Center,
it was hard to miss the ScentBlocker banner featuring 11
women hunters. Not one man was in the picture, as these
ladies (see below) were the feature attraction at an autograph signing on the second day of the show. So, Mr. and
Mrs. or Ms. Dealer, it’s time to take notice of all the ladies out
there who will be buying bows, gear and clothes and get your
shop ready for them.

PART ONE: BOW FITTING
Regardless of the area of archery interest a woman
might have, she will need a bow to fit her properly. Getting a
student to raise, draw and hold her bow with proper posture
is my first and top priority in coaching. If her bow doesn’t

ScentBlocker recognizes the growing role women have in the
bowhunting market.

By Larry & Diana Wise

fit, then she will not be able to establish good “holding posture” and, therefore, not be able to release the arrow with
any level of “repeatability.” Those ladies are not going to
overpower the bow, so they have to take advantage of their
biomechanical position to shoot well.
DRAW LENGTH, THE TOP PRIORITY: Fitting the
bow to the archer is dependent on knowing how an archer
needs to position her body at full draw. The reason we must
approach bow fitting in this manner is so the archer can
correctly supply the energy she needs to draw the bow and
then transfer that energy into her back when she reaches
holding position. This makes holding easy. This is the internal dynamic of archery that most archers don’t know they
need to complete in order to shoot consistently.
Too many people in all phases of archery don’t understand what this position is and I feel it’s my job, through
teaching and writing, to educate them; the better the
bow fits the archer, the more enjoyment she will get from
archery. The concept is simple: set the body position properly at full draw and then make the bow fit the archer. This
means that the top priority is good biomechanics.
Far too often, a bow is bought/sold without either the
buyer or seller knowing what proper full draw position is.
I know there are some numerical rules that many use to
calculate a person’s draw length but these rules, all of them,
utilize arbitrarily chosen numbers and do not accurately
yield the correct draw length - or the correct holding position - for most of the shooting public. None of them work for
me; they all come up over an inch short.
To get draw length correct, you must rely on the archer’s
body position first and foremost and then take a measurement. In the new National Training System adopted by both
USA Archery and the National Field Archery Association,
this posture is called the “holding position.” For 20 years,
I’ve called this “full draw position” and do so to emphasize
the importance of the shoulders, bow arm, holding arm and
back muscles. Either term gets archers to focus beyond the
face/jaw “anchor point” because holding with your back
muscles is consistent; holding with your arms is inconsistent at best.
FULL DRAW POSITION DEFINED: So when is an
archer correctly positioned at full draw? How can an archer
most efficiently hold her bow? How do you know for sure
when you’re evaluating a customer’s form? What are the
visual clues to this full draw or “holding” position?
If you understand good shooting form, then these questions are not that difficult to answer. We’re talking about
body position here and that’s observable. You can look at
someone’s - anyone’s - body when that person claims he or
she is at full draw and know for sure if he or she is or not.
You just have to know the standard model that defines full
draw position.
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Full draw position or holding position is the position to
which you draw the
bowstring in order to
place your shoulder
and scapula (shoulder blade) in the most
effective location for
holding and executing the shot with back
tension. A top view of
this position places
the holding arm and
elbow in line with
the arrow to directly
oppose the force of
the drawn bow.
What you should
notice most about the
archer in the picture
at right is her drawing forearm. Where is
it? From a top view,
you should see that
her drawing forearm
is in direct line with the arrow shaft. This tells me that her
drawing shoulder is positioned so that her right-side back
muscles - the rhomboid muscles - can have maximum leverage on her scapula (shoulder blade). In short, she is able to
transfer her holding power into her back muscles, relax most
of her arm muscles, aim steadier and execute the shot more
consistently with back tension.
The full draw front view should show either the archer’s
drawing arm as level with the arrow shaft or her elbow
slightly elevated. Her arm should never be below the shaft,
as this would push her scapula too close to her spine and
significantly reduce the ability of her rhomboid muscles
to contribute to the shot process. It’s all about transfer of
holding effort into her back muscles. Please also note that
her bow arm is extended in the photo below so the aligned

bones can resist the bow’s draw-force.
CONSISTENT RELEASE: We are always trying to attain
the most consistent release humanly possible. Getting your
drawing forearm directly behind the arrow shaft is a major
step toward that goal. It is from this position that your release
hand can escape cleanly and directly away from the arrow
nock when the release aid activates. This aligned position
also promotes equal pressure between the bow hand and
the release hand.
From other positions behind the nock, your hand and
arm may impart inconsistent pressure and torque to the
release and bowstring. This, in turn, will cause each arrow
to impact differently in the target. Holding the bow with arm
muscles, as in the short-draw position, will promote “plucking” the string if you’re finger releasing or pulling to the side
(away from your face) if you have a release aid in your hand.
This also causes arrows to impact left and/or right of the target center and needs to be prevented.
More emphasis needs to be placed on establishing the
correct position of the archer’s drawing shoulder and shoulder blade. I use the terms “full draw position” and “holding
position” in order to help my students build a new mental
image of themselves and what body position they need at
full draw because shooting archery well is all about body
position. It’s all about maximizing the use of your skeleton
and minimizing muscle use; it’s about relaxing as much
muscle as possible and that happens when the force you
need to hold the bow is transferred out of your arms and into
your back. If you get all of your customers fit to this standard,
everyone wins. Everyone has the best chance to shoot well
(and come back to your shop for more stuff ).

FITTING BOWS TO WOMEN:
Many short-draw archers you will fit have little or no
archery skill, making the fitting process more difficult. Here’s
where a little of your own coaching skill comes in handy.
You can teach what’s
contained in the
Level One National
Basic
and
Level
Two
Intermediate
Instructor Courses:
the archer’s “T” position. Begin by having
your student archer
stand in a “T” with her
arms extended horizontally and shoulders level. Next, have
her extend the bow
arm toward the target,
forming a “stop sign”
signal with the head,
chin level, turned
toward the target and
the release arm bent
only at the elbow so
that the release index
finger touches the
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side of the neck. From this
position, you can adjust the
drawing forearm so that it
aligns with the imaginary
arrow shaft, finalizing the
full draw position.
Now the trick is to get
the shooter into this position with a bow and a
release aid in her hands. I’m
sure you’re already ahead
of me on this issue because
most shops have a lightweight recurve bow, a PSE
Discovery 2 or a Genesis
bow for this purpose so the
student archer can draw to
the full draw position with
freedom and ease.
Here’s where an Easton
measuring arrow comes in
handy. With the measuring arrow in place on the
bowstring and the archer
correctly at full draw, you
can read the measurement
at the arrow-rest mounting
hole in the handle riser to
establish the archer’s true
draw length. Be sure to have
a D-loop in place and a
release aid in the archer’s
hand if she will be using
those on her new bow; both
of these affect the true draw
length measurement. Add
1.75 inches to this and you
get the ATA draw length
standard that manufacturers use so archers buy
arrows that stick out well
beyond the arrow rest.
Having this measurement established will enable
you to preset the new bow’s
draw length before you put
it in the archer’s hand. Once
it’s in her hand, you have
to get her into full draw position again with the new equipment. I know that this is not always an easy task but with
an archer already familiar with the archer’s “T” and a welldefined full draw position, you will have a clear objective to
reach; teaching and learning always go better if there is a
clear objective. Constantly remind the archer of this position
and help her reach it. Be patient; she’ll eventually get it.
If her bow needs more draw length, the situation is easier to deal with. Adding a longer D-loop will help temporarily
for virtually no cost. Eliminating the removable grip from the
handle will also help. Changing draw length modules nets

a bigger change,
as does installing
a longer string. In
some cases, you’ll
have to install a
bigger cam to get
more draw length;
a smaller wheel
will net a shorter
draw length.
The archer at
right is simulating
what she would
look like at full draw
if the bow were set
too short for her
draw length.

PART TWO: BOWS FROM THE 2015 ATA SHOW
Pink is nice when you’re going to a party but more
women today are going hunting for real. That’s why most
bow manufacturers are making rugged and effective hunting
bows for women. There were lots of them at the 2015 ATA
Show in Indianapolis this January. Here are a few that I got
to see firsthand.
BOWTECH (bowtecharchery.com),Eugene, OR
The Eva Shockey Signature Series of bows utilizes a
woman’s input and name to market a bow. This bow is
specifically designed for women on a carbon riser and at a
very light weight of 3.3 pounds. The axle-to-axle length is
31.5 inches and each bow utilizes an Overdrive Binary cam
system, designed to easily adjust from 22.5 to 28.5 inches
of draw length at weights from 40 to 60 pounds maximum.

Krissy Knox of Bowtech is displaying the bows in the Eva Shockey
series. These bows, the first to sport a woman’s name, feature carbon risers at 3.3 pounds, adjustable draw length on the Overdrive
Binary cams and speeds of up to 332 fps.
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The PSE Premonition Stiletto and the Stinger X Stiletto are both
geared toward the lady hunter. PSE Staffer Nancy Coffinger shows
these two, which have draw lengths of 24 to 30 inches and 21 to
30 inches respectively and weight ranges from 40 pounds and up.

Teresa Vail of Bear Archery was kind enough to show us the Bear
Rumor and Bounty bows that are designed for women hunters.
Both adjust across the 23.5 to 27 inch draw length range and to
draw weights from 40 pounds maximum and upward. Both are
near 30 inches from axle-to-axle and offer speeds up to 300 and
295 fps respectively.

The finish is a flat black, fittingly named “BlackOps.” It features electric blue accents to set it apart from other Bowtech
models.
The Carbon Rose is another model for women in the
Bowtech line. This 30 inch bow fits draw lengths from 22.5
to 27 inches and weighs in at only 3.2 pounds. It’s available
in draw weights from 40 to 60 pounds maximum in the same
BlackOps finish.
PSE ARCHERY (pse-archery.com), Tucson, AZ
The PSE Premonition Stiletto produces the most arrow
speed, 345 fps, in the Stiletto series, specifically designed for
the woman hunter or 3-D archery enthusiast. It is available
in a Purple Rain finish with a draw length range of 24 to 30
inches on a 30.6 inch axle-to-axle frame. The Dominator
Max MD target bow has a draw range of 24.5 to 30 inches

while the Phenom SD has a range of 23 to 28.5 inches.
The PSE Mainline of bows features the Stinger X Stiletto
in a Purple Rain finish with a draw length range of 21 to 30
inches and draw weights from 40 to 70 pounds maximum.
For shorter draw lengths, there are always the Fever bow and
the Mini Burner XT.
BEAR ARCHERY (beararchery.com), Evansville, IN
Bear Archery’s Hybrid cam technology is available for
serious women hunters in the Rumor, which has a 30.25
axle-to-axle length, a lightweight handle and a slim grip to
fit smaller hands. The FH2 cam has a rotating module to easily fit draw lengths from 23.5 to 27 inches and draw weights
from 40 to 60 pounds while producing a rating velocity of
300 fps.
The Bounty by Bear rates at 295 fps and can be ordered
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The Energy 35 by Elite Archery offers ENS draw modules that fit
ladies in the 24.5 to 26.5 inch range. Maggie Armstrong was kind
enough to show off this model that can be ordered in draw weights
from 40 to 80 pounds.

in optional colors at draw weights of 40 and 50 pounds
maximum. Draw lengths range from 23.5 to 27 inches using
the 29.75 axle-to-axle bow length. It can also be ordered in
a RTS (Ready To Shoot) setup. The Bear Finesse is a single
cam bow also available for women across a draw range of 23
to 28 inches.
ELITE ARCHERY (elitearchery.com), Henrietta, NY
“Energy 35” is the name women are looking for in the
Elite line of bows. With ENS modules installed, the Energy 35
draws across a range of 24.5 to 26.5 inches, with longer draws
attainable from the ENS modules. The axle-to-axle length is
34.8 inches, with draw weights ranging from 40 to 80 pounds
to fit all archers and speed ratings over 320 fps. Three camo
patterns, black and four other colors are available on this 4.5
pound bow: no pink here!

Hoyt Archery offers four really solid hunting bows for women: the
Carbon Spyder ZT, the Nitrum, the Charger and the Ignite. Dusti
Schear of Hoyt shows two of these bows, which feature the Vixen
graphics package available on any Hoyt bow.

Elite also makes the shorter 31.8 inch axle-to-axle Spirit
model, weighing in at only 3.9 pounds, for draw weights as
low as 30 pounds and draw lengths from 24 to 28 inches on
the SP modules. This bow draws and holds easily, like all
Elite bows, while still making a rating speed of 304 fps.
WINCHESTER ARCHERY/ARCHERY AMERICA
(winchesterarchery.com), Honesdale, PA
Winchester offers two bows for women: the Varmint (3.8
pounds) and the Minx (3.75 pounds) at 31 inches from axleto-axle. They both draw from 24 to 26.5 inches with the Mini
Arc Cam system. The Varmint is available at 60 and 70 pound
weights while the Minx is available at 50 and 60 pounds, producing ATA speed ratings of 325 fps.
DARTON ARCHERY (dartonarchery.com), Hale, MI
The Darton Executive target model, at 33.8 inches long,
adjusts from 24 to 30 inch draw lengths and 40 and 50 pound
maximum weights. The DS-700, 30 inches long, fits draw
lengths from 24 to 28 inches at the same 40 and 50 pound
maximum weights while the shorter Recruit, at 28.5 inches,
fits draw lengths from 21.5 to 27 inches. All are available in
camo, black and Muddy Girl pink.
HOYT ARCHERY (hoyt.com), Salt Lake City, UT
The Hoyt Vixen graphics package is available across all
of Hoyt’s bow lines. A special group suited for lady hunters
is comprised of the Vixen Carbon Spyder ZT (30 inches), the
Vixen Nitrum (30 inches), the Vixen Charger (31 inches) and
the Vixen Ignite (28 inches). All four of these bows are available in the 30 to 40 pound weight range, with the Spyder ZT,
Nitrum and Charger as short as 24 inches of draw length. The
Ignite is available in draw lengths from 19 to 30 inches.
All of Hoyt’s target bows are available in the 30 to 40
pound (and higher) weight range. The Pro Comp Elite series
features bows with draw lengths as low as 23 inches, available in 10 colors and five camo patterns.
QUEST (questbowhunting.com), Memphis, MI
The Quest Storm bow features a Stabilite riser at 31
inches from axle-to-axle, with a slimmer grip for smaller
hands; just right for ladies. At 27 inches of draw length and
60 pounds of draw weight, this bow can make 290 fps arrow

The Quest Storm weighs in at 3.7 pounds and adjusts across 23 to
27 inches of draw length range. Michele Lasinski shows this 31 inch
single cam model at the ATA show.
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The Martin Krypton SE is the bow being marketed to fit women’s
hunting needs. Richard Batdorf of Martin Archery is showing this
31 inch, 80 percent let-off model that generates speeds of up to
315 fps.

speeds on a 7 inch brace height but is still easy to draw. The
draw range is 23 to 27 inches while the weight range is 30
to 60 pounds. It is available in black, Realtree Camo and
Realtree Purple, making it a really effective bow for lady
hunters.
MARTIN (martinarchery.com), Walla Walla, WA
The Krypton SE bow is the Martin offering for the lady
hunter and 3-D enthusiast, with a speed rating of 315 fps.
This 31 inch axle-to-axle bow covers a wide range of draw
lengths from 17 to 30 inches and drops below 20 pounds on
the advertised 50 pound limb set: a great feature. It has easyto-adjust draw modules to make sure the bow fits properly
and ladies can make a reliable hunting
shot.

Jenny Stafford and Katrina Freds show the Just For Does hair-care
products that help women hunters eliminate hair odor while still
maintaining proper care of their hair.

We are highlighting just some of many manufacturers
of women’s hunting clothing, gear, footwear and backpacks.
If you haven’t already made a space for women’s clothing
in your shop, it’s time to take a hard look at it; here’s a start
for you.
JUST FOR DOES (justfordoes.com), Lacygne, KS
You know the archery industry is paying attention to
women when one of the first ATA booths you see features
unscented hair care and body care products for the lady
hunter. Because hair and body care are especially important
to women, Just For Does is marketing volumizing shampoo,
body wash and body lotion, to name just a few, using its

PART THREE: HUNTING
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Finally, women no longer have
to wear men’s hunting gear, rolling
up the sleeves and pant legs just to
have top quality and functional hunting garments. With the recent increase
of women hunters, manufacturers have
taken notice, making full lines of quality
hunting clothing and gear sized, styled
and made functional for all types of
weather and conditions. They have listened to women and camo pink is no
longer the primary camo color. Some
are using just a hint of pink: for example,
on zippers, cording along a small seam
or a company logo. One manufacturer
chooses not to include any pink at all in
its designs.

570-658-1069 - CHOICE OF ARCHERS WORLDWIDE - DEADCENTERARCHERY.COM
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The apparel at the Próis booth was of
the highest quality, featuring no pink:
just top quality camo and fabrics. The
design, quality and attention to detail
stand out in this line of women’s hunting apparel.

unscented Z-Technology, which “encapsulates unwanted
odor molecules on contact,” thus controlling human odor. It
also makes Deception White Acorn Scent Spray deodorant
and Chapstick. If you have women customers, you may want
to consider stocking some of these products. Just For Does
also makes similar products for men.
PROIS (PROISHUNTING.COM), Gunnison, CO
Próis was established 8 years ago for the serious female
hunter and takes pride in continuing “to be the leader in the
technical women’s hunting and shooting market and still
remain the only women’s-only company to fill this niche!”
Próis believes a good product starts with the fabric, so it
developed “complex, compressed fabrics (that) offer windstopping, moisture wicking, silence and waterproofing.”
RealTree Max-1, RealTree AP and Mothwing are the
three camo patterns used. Each product is well thought
out, field tested and available in women’s sizes XS to XXL.
All “pants are 100 percent polyester tricot and offer silence,
softness and a durable snag resistance. Próis then adds its
signature nylon tricot lining system to all jackets, vests and
lined pants to offer warmth, softness and ease of layering/
movement. Their Competitor and Turas lines utilize wrinklefree wicking fabric.”
Products have been developed for all types of hunting,
terrain and climates to keep you warm, dry, silent and odor
free. In the front of Próis’ catalog is a list that makes it easy to
find the right products, organized by areas in North America
and types of hunt, with suggested products according to
climate and condition. The staff is friendly, well trained and
knowledgeable, making it easy to get started with Próis’ line
of products. We believe these outstanding products are well
worth the investment for the serious female hunter.
SCENTBLOCKER (scentblocker.com), Cannon Falls, MN
Being still for a long time is difficult. It’s near impossible

when you’re cold, wet or both but that is where ScentBlocker
by Robinson Labs has an answer for the woman hunter.
The SOLA Triple Threat line of clothing comes to the rescue
with 100 percent waterproof Micro Brushed shell garments.
This heavy-weather system features storm flap zippers, snap
pockets and an elastic back-panel for good fit in two camo
patterns. The jacket is matched with short bib style pants
with adjustable shoulder straps, back elastic, contoured
knees and two flap pockets. Both come in sizes S to XL for
the ladies.
ScentBlocker has a full selection of clothing weights to
match the weather. It has the Windtec jacket and pants, the
Arctic Weight system and Super Skin undergarments with
Merino wool. It also has gloves, caps and hats for all weather
conditions. Give this top line a good look.
BOW CHIC (bow-chic.com), Jefferson City, MT
Jahna Davis-Jurenka, former world champion archer,
founded this company to “show off ” women in archery
with quality clothing and service to customers. Bow Chic’s
products include a full line of fashionable shirts, tank tops,
hoodies and hats.
Bow Chic also features a full line of Stealth series camo
wear. The line includes real hunting camo jackets, pants,
vests and pullovers. I know because of Davis-Jurenka’s experience in archery that women will be able to shoot properly
and also look great while wearing these garments.
UNDER ARMOUR INC. (underarmour.com),
Baltimore, MD
Under Armour includes a women’s hunting line of
clothing, using a feminine cut in sizes XS to XXL (sizes 0-2
to 18), utilizing all of its latest fabric technology for all types
of weather and conditions and also incorporating scent
control. It uses lots of technology in fabric, such as Coldgear
Infrared, which helps you stay warmer longer with a “soft
thermo-conductive coating on the inner layer of your gear
(that) absorbs your own body heat so you stay warmer

The Bow Chic clothing line is displayed by founder Jahna DavisJurenka. She was interested in establishing top quality clothing for
ladies who want to hunt and is proud to show off her cut-for-ladies
garments.
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and windproof. Realtree Xtra/Perfection and Mossy Oak
Treestand/Perfection are the camo patterns used in the
women’s line.
There are a variety of products available for women,
such as baselayers; jackets of all types, which feature the
Under Armour “magzip” (click the magnetic closure and zip
it) and pants (fitted or loose sizing) with elastic or fitted waist
construction and removable suspenders. Under Armour
also makes a line of women’s footwear in sizes 6 to 10, from
hiking Coldgear to rubber Allseasongear.
ROCKY (rockyboots.com), Nelsonville, OH
Rocky is mostly known for its boots but we were also
impressed with its apparel at the ATA Show this year. Just
grab one of its catalogs and you’ll see what I mean.
As with the other major players in hunting clothing,
Rocky has garments for every type of weather and temperature. They range from women’s mask shirts to fleece jackets,
from full camo bibs and jackets to quilted jackets. Of course,
Rocky also has cargo pants, quarter-zip shirts, vests, hats,
caps and gloves.
SCENTLOK (scentlok.com), Muskegon, MI
Scentlok is known for its Carbon Alloy scent control

Under Armour has a wide selection of women’s hunting clothing.
Kelly Heuther of Under Armour showed us the features on this
display set of undergarment, jacket and pants. Check the Under
Armour catalog to see its full line.

longer…with no extra weight or bulk. Gore-Tex fabric and
Primaloft insulation are also incorporated into some of
the garments.
You may choose from three categories of hunting wear:
1) Coldgear—best for weather between 0 and 55 degrees;
2) Allseasongear—best for weather between 55 and 75
degrees and
3) Heatgear—best for weather between 75 and
100 degrees.
Under Armour hunting clothing features four different fits: 1) Ultra-Tight Second Skin Fit (applied to baselayers), snug to the body for a “close, lean and supportive fit”
(the benefits of this fit are increased power and stamina,
faster muscle recovery to full strength
to enhance the body’s recognition of
muscle patterns and spatial awareness
and superior comfort by being light and
keeping you dry); 2) Fitted, contoured
to the body; 3) Regular Fit, which fits
closely, contoured to the body and 4)
Loose, which provides a “full range of
motion and a full, loose fit.”
Under Armour uses three different performance fabrics: Storm1,
which is water-resistant; Storm2, which
is highly water-resistant and windproof and Storm3, which is waterproof

Jordan Gottke of Rocky displays the camo gear Rocky has for the
woman hunter. It’s not just for show, as it is heavyweight for cold
mornings in the treestand. Check online for Rocky’s catalog to see
the entire line, including its well-known boots.
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Scentlok offers women’s hunting clothing in a variety of weights
and designs. Here, Andi Switzer shows a jacket, a jacket with
hoodie and hunting pants, all for women.

technology “that combines the power of activated carbon,
treated carbon and zeolite for maximum odor absorption.”
Wild Heart is its product line for women hunters, consisting
of form fitting designs of baselayers, jackets with or without
hoods, pants, beanies, hats, gloves and face masks. Sizing is
XS through 2XL, with garment ratings for “Early” and “Mid”
season. Scentlok has a system for every season: Early for
above 60 degrees; Mid, which is best for 40 to 60 degrees and
Late for below 40 degrees. Scentlok uses fleece for outer and
inner layers for the warmer rated garments and also uses a
wicking treatment for moisture management in others.

Josh Lincoln shows off two of the specialized camo patterns that
Muck has available for women this year.

TENZING/PLANO SYNERGY (tenzingoutdoors.com),
Plano, IL
The Tenzing Model 1215 is a backpack finally designed
to fit a woman’s shoulders and waist. It has shoulder straps
cut so they fall alongside a women’s chest at a friendlier

HUNTING GEAR FOR WOMEN
Manufacturers are paying attention to the ladies who
hunt. That was abundantly clear at the 2015 ATA Show. They
are making – and selling in ever increasing numbers – all
sorts of gear for women. Following is a sampling of the gear
we saw at the ATA Show. There is just not enough space in
this article to mention all of it.
MUCK BOOTS (muckbootcompany.com), Smithfield, RI
The Original Muck Boot Company is starting its 16th
year making comfortable boots for all sorts of outdoor activities, including hunting. The Muck catalog contains pages
and pages of boots designed just for women. Four products caught our eye: the Pursuit Stealth, the Woody PK, the
Woody Max and the Wetland. These are the ones ladies will
wear when they are scouting, planting food plots or in the
treestand. These boots fit ladies sizes 6 to 11, are warm and
are 100 waterproof: the Muck standard. Muck offers a full
line of ladies’ equestrian boots as well.

I was pleased to see that Tenzing was making a backpack specially cut for a woman’s body. Justina Whalen explained how
both the shoulder straps and the waist strap are tailored to fit the
smaller body of a woman.
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angle. The waist strap is also adjustable to a shorter circumference to fit smaller bodies. Features are still packed into
this model, which has padded hip support, a gun and bow
carrying boot, a 2L drink compartment, six zip pockets, compression straps and, my favorite, a pullout rain cover. The
weight is light, at 2 pounds 6 ounces, which makes the Model
1215 a highly functional piece of gear for the avid female
hunter. It is available in two camo patterns.
MUDDY/PREMIER
OUTDOOR
EQUIPMENT
(gomuddy.com), Windom, MN
This product, a safety harness, is an absolute must for
any hunter who uses a treestand but it’s only safe if it fits; you
can’t just use a man’s harness and try to cinch it tighter to fit.
For that reason, the Safeguard by Muddy is designed in four
sizes: YTH for under 5 feet 5 inches and 110 pounds, S/M for
under 5 feet 10 inches and 170 pounds, LRG for under 6 feet
3 inches and 230 pounds and, of course, XLG.
The smaller ladies’ sizes are available in pink trim if you
want. All models feature gear lanyards, binocular straps,
padded straps, easy cinch adjustments and a parachute
waist buckle. Get the one that fits so you are safe and can
always hunt tomorrow!

DEAD CENTER ARCHERY (deadcenterarchery.com),
Beaver Springs, PA
Dead Center Archery Products has known for years that
women buy bow stabilizers and that they also like colors
more than men do. That’s why DCAP has offered a wide
variety of colors for all of its stabilizers, long and short; the
Moonshine Muddy Girl pattern seems to be very popular
with lady hunters. Most of the stabilizers come equipped
with a full selection of colors for the Bowjax dampeners that
help absorb any unused energy.

Conclusion
Lady hunters offer dealers an expanding market but to
service that market, you’ll have to be sure your products fit
right. Guys focus on function with their choices in bows and
gear while women are concerned with how they look as well
as function. Those that can pay attention to the styles that fit
their particular female clientele will stand the best chance of
growing their business.
Good luck making the right fit.
Larry & Diana Wise
Editor’s Note:: Diana Wise has a degree in retail from
Pennsylvania State University and 10 years’ experience in
retail and wholesale clothing sales.
Larry’s latest book, “Larry Wise on Coaching Archery,”
is now available. This book is a compilation of over 25
ArrowTrade Magazine articles that Larry has written and it
can be purchased at www.larrywise.com or through Archery
Focus, an online magazine.

TARGET MORE INTERNATIONAL
ARCHERS WITH THE UK’S
BOW INTERNATIONAL
AVAILABLE ANY TIME, ANYWHERE
All sorts of products have adapted to women in the archery marketplace. These stabilizer graphics appeal to women hunters and
are shown by Dead Center Archery Products reps Lana Reeder and
Corinne Davis.

Call Hannah Benson: +44 (0)1926 339808
Email: hannahb@blazepublishing.co.uk
Visit: www.bow-international.com
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